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We are pleased to announce that Comfort Health Solutions has partnered with Tekemi S.A. to
bring some new turn-key products and services to the Latinamerica market, including at the
same time MRI RF shielding, finishes and accessories and a full suite of ambient solutions.
Tekemi is an engineering company with more than 1000 projects in its portfolio. Their team
designs, manufactures and installs more than 90 projects per year in radiological facilities
specially magnetic resonance units, along with many projects for the minning and
manufacturing sector who need noise control solutions. Knowing the importance of having
local services for these types of projects, TEKEMI has also been expanding its service network
throughout the region in recent years, and currently has a local presence in Chile, Peru,
Colombia, Ecuador, Argentina, Puerto Rico and Mexico with many new countries coming in this
year.
This partnership will allow Tekemi to provide some new exciting turn-key solutions to its
customers:
•

•

Tekemi will incorporate CHS’s core technology into its existing multimedia solutions to
bring its lighting, audio and video systems to the next level. Comfort Health’s product
line will help to improve the patient experience by offering new, state-of-the art 360degree interactive projection systems, ambient lighting and monitor based solutions for
both MRI and non-MRI modalities.
Tekemi will also incorporate Comfort Health Solutions art based offerings, which range
from gantry skins, wall coverings and sculptures to broaden their portfolio of products
across a multitude of age groups.

“We are very excited about the Tekemi CHS partnership. It will allow us, with CHS state-of-theart technology and extensive catalogue of images and videos, to take our multimedia solutions
to the next level. There is no doubt that bringing this type of technology to the region is
excellent news for our medical community.” -Matias Rosenblitt – Business Director, Tekemi
“Comfort Health Solutions is thrilled to have the opportunity to collaborate with the fantastic
team at Tekemi, as well as their US reseller Simon Hegele, and we are all excited to be offering
some of the best RF shielding products on the market.” David Mathieu – CEO, Comfort Health
Solutions

